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The Semantic Multilingual Glossary of
Mathematics (SMGloM) project or why do we
need a semantic glossary of mathematics
Michael Kohlhase and Wolfram Sperber
Abstract In this overview, we describe a new terminological and notational
base for mathematics: The Semantic Multilingual Glossary of Mathematics
(shortly SMGloM) is an ontology for mathematical concepts, objects or models.
The terminological and notational data can be applied, e.g. in a more semantic
text and formula search and the disambiguation of symbols and formulae in
mathematical publications or the translation of mathematical terms. The paper
is focused to present the intention, the needs, the framework, and user scenarios
of the SMGloM concept, not the technical details of the data model and its
implementation.
1 Introduction and Motivation
Mathematics works with abstract Concepts, Objects or Models (COMs) analyz-
ing their structures and the possible mappings of COMs. Mathematics is known
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for its strength based on a well-defined vocabulary, and any mathematical en-
deavor requires a clear definition of COMs or in other words a well-defined
“terminological and notational base”, which is special in that COMs are given
by abstract definitions, not by objects of the perceived world. The mathematical
language is a natural language of its own, but it is different from common lan-
guages in some features: The mathematical vocabulary consists of (compound)
words and notations (symbols and formulae). In the following, we use “nota-
tion” instead of “symbols and formulae” to avoid incompatibilities with the
meaning of “symbol” in the SMGloM data model which is described in detail
in (Kohlhase, 2014).
Mathematical notations mark a degree of formalization of mathematics. They
allow the presentation of mathematical statements and theories in a condensed
and highly compressed way. Notations of a COM can be single characters or
glyphs but can also be combinations of some characters or notations, e.g. the
general linear group of degree n over a field F: GL(n,F). Notations define
a special alphabet for mathematics. Simple notations can be concatenated to
form complex notations (“formulae”) which allow for a precise identification
of COMs. The notations have a well-defined semantic meaning and proper-
ties. Notations may take priority over a verbal name, e.g., special partial dif-
ferential equations later were given the name of mathematicians, for example
Schrödinger equation.
Mathematical language is the base for scholarly communication and discus-
sion in mathematics. One of the first layout languages for mathematics was
TEX, developed in the late 70s. TEX was designed as a layout language which
allows mathematicians and other scientists to write their manuscripts in their
own style without the help of publishing experts.
A terminological base is of central importance for the mathematical commu-
nity. In the digital age, a lot of activities are developing Web services for the
mathematical terminology, e.g., Wikipedia, (Online) Encyclopedia of Mathe-
matics, Planet Math, etc. These services provide a considerable part of mathe-
matical terminology and are a relevant source for humans for referencing. But,
the existing services do not exhaust the full potential of Semantic Web meth-
ods and technologies, especially in mathematics. In particular, they don’t allow
automatic processing and reasoning.
OpenMath (Buswell et al, 2004) was the first universal semantic markup
language for mathematics. MathML (Ausbrooks et al, 2010) is another XML
dialect for mathematics which can be used for both the markup of layout (Pre-
sentation MathML) and semantics (Content MathML) which is is fully com-
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patible (convertible) to OpenMath. Finally, OMDoc (see Kohlhase (2006)) ex-
tends these with elements of the mathematical meta-structure such as theorems,
axioms, proofs, etc. Thus OMDoc supports the semantification (flexible formal-
ization: “flexiformalization”) of mathematical publications which can be used
for a machine-based content analysis as it represents a partial formalization. It
would allow to extend the access and the retrieval of mathematical literature
from the document level of today to the knowledge level in the future .
But MathML and OMDoc are not well-suited for human input: Too elon-
gated, formal, and expensive. To fill the gap between input and semantic Web
languages, a semantic extension of TEX named STEX (sTeX, 2015) was devel-
oped in the recent years. STEX also allows for a semantic markup (by annotation)
of mathematical notations and a conversion of LATEX to MathML (Presentation
and Content MathML) and OMDoc. For more detail, we refer to the Web sites
of STEX, MathML, and OMDoc (see (sTeX, 2015), (Ausbrooks et al, 2010), and
(Kohlhase, 2006)). The most advanced tool for converting LATEX to MathML is
LaTeXML (Miller, 2004).
Powerful mathematical encyclopediae are not only important for the com-
munication but also for a lot of use cases. In the last years, FIZ Karlsruhe
(FIZ) was involved in two projects, the (TIB, 2015) and the (FIZ, 2015) project,
which also gave impulses for the development of a semantified new glossary of
mathematics.
The DeLiVerMATH project aimed at the development of concepts and tools
for the automatic content analysis of mathematical publications, especially key-
word extraction and classification. For keyword extraction, natural language
processing methods are used. In a first step, the types of the words (more gen-
erally tokens) are determined by the well-known “Part of Speech Tagging”.
Then, noun phrases which are the most relevant ones for the characterization
of the content are identified. In a third step, the relevant noun phrases have to
be selected. This can be done by different methods, e.g., neural networks. A
semantic glossary base would be very helpful here.
The joint MathSearch project of FIZ and Jacobs-University Bremen (JUB),
developed and realized a formula search for the zbMATH database. The zb-
MATH data are TEX-encoded and therefore contain only marginal semantic
information. As a consequence, the meaning of the notations is ambiguous. A
glossary which contains also semantified notifications would be very important
for a disambiguation of notations and for improving the retrieval facilities.
In summary, mathematical encyclopediae will be a substantial part of mathe-
matical knowledge. The Web and the development of Semantic Web technolo-
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gies in mathematics allow for new advanced versions of mathematics encyclo-
pediae which are useful for a lot of applications.
2 SMGloM: The terminology and the data model
The terms ”controlled vocabularies, thesauri, glossaries, terminological bases,
ontologies. symbols, notations,” etc. are used differently in various communi-
ties and address different aspects. For a semantic mathematical glossary the
terminology must be unified and clarified.
2.1 SMGloM: The terminology and design principles of SMGloM
In the pre-digital era, mathematical glossaries (or encyclopediae) consisted of
alphabetically ordered lists of mathematical terms which were given by short
articles containing the definitions of the COMs, and also references to other
terms which are relevant for a term. Two prominent examples are (Naas and
Schmid, 1972) and (Hazewinkel, 1994). They are useful reference bases of
mathematical COMs.
Terminological bases are collections of terms. Mathematical terms are words
or compound words of COMs which have a well-defined meaning in a certain
context, their meaning may deviate from the meaning of the same words or
phrases in other contexts and in everyday language. COMs can be represented
by terms and/or notations, e.g., “Laplace operator” can be substituted with “∆”.
COMs can have multiple terms or notations, e.g., “differential quotient” is a syn-
onym for “derivative”, the same is valid for notations, e.g., “ f ′(x)” is a synonym
for “d fdx ”. The same terms and notations can describe different mathematical
COMs, e.g., ∆ can be the notation for a difference or the Laplace operator, as a
parameter in different mathematical notations, etc.
Words or phrases can have various inflectional variants which linguistics
calls “lexemes”. Lexemes are usually referenced by their “lemma” (or citation
form). Also notations can have variants. Parameters are one degree of freedom
of notations. The design of SMGloM allows parameter versions as well as
parameter-free ones.
Often, COMs can be defined in more than one way, e.g., “Euclidean geome-
try” can be described by different axioms. Equivalence of definitions must be
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proved which can be hard work. New research results can lead to new defini-
tions. they are a first kind of semantic relations. Terminological relations are a
general type of semantic relations. (WordNet, 1985) has marked some promi-
nent semantic relations between terms: synonymy, hypernymy and hyponymy,
meronomy and holonymy, homonymy and antonomy. We also address another
type of relations between COMs in SMGloM: dependency relations consisting
of the relations to other COMS which are necessary to define a COM.
Semantic terminological bases usually make some relations between terms
explicit, so that they can be used for automatic reasoning and customized pre-
sentations. In practise, the terminology and relations between terms, COMs,
notations are much more complex. The paper of (Kohlhase, 2014) is – to the
best of our knowledge - the first systematic discussion about the subject. SM-
GloM is not only a terminological terminal base but also a notational base for
mathematics with a broad range of semantic relations.
2.2 SMGloM: The data model
SMGloM is designed as a building block for mathematical knowledge manage-
ment. SMGloM should be a useful service for
• researchers, for practitioners, students, and people who are interested in a
mathematical subject
• automatic processing of information of COMs
As was said above, COMs can often be defined on various ways. Each def-
inition of a COM will be assigned to a SMGloM item. Different equivalent
definitions of a COM are characterized by the semantic relation for equiva-
lence. SMGloM consists of entries which are named “modules”. Figure 1 gives
an overview of the data model
• Modules: Modules are the atoms of SMGloM, they consist of the module
signature and the language bindings. Modules and COMs are closely re-
lated, but it is only a 1:1 relation in the simplest case: Modules can cover
groups of aggregated COMs (groups of COMs which are defined simulta-
neously). On the other hand, COMs can be defined on more than one way
and thus in more than one module.
• Module signatures: A module has exactly one signature which contains
the module identifier, the semantic relations to other modules and the no-
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tations of a COM (which are typically language-independent). All known
variants of the notations have to be declared in the module signature. E.g.,
there exist different notations for (ordinary or partial) derivations of a func-
tion, the notations can contain parameters which can be written in different
form, etc.
• Language bindings: The concept of language bindings allows for a multi-
lingual approach of SMGloM. A module can have any number of language
bindings (one for each language), these contain the definitions of the terms
of a COM in that language. As English is the lingua franca in mathematics,
this definition can be used as base and origin for adding further language
bindings in other languages.
module signature
COM identifiers
notations
dependency relations
language binding (en)
English verbalizations of COMs
one definition per term
language binding (de)
German verbalizations of COMs
one definition per term
. . .
trans trans
Fig. 1 The SMGloM Data Model
SMGloM models the semantic relations as relations between modules:
• Dependency relations: The modules of the COMs which are necessary
for creating a new module must be declared in the module signature. The
information can be used to create a dependency graph between modules
(and COMs).
• Terminological relations: First terminological relations are used in the
language bindings. The definitions in a language binding should list all
possible terms of a COM: These sets are the terminological synonym sets
(synsets) of Wordnet.
The SMGloM data model inherits linguistic, library-oriented, and mathematical
aspects. It is different from other terminological bases, e.g., Wikipedia, which
have a much simpler structure: The SMGloM structure provides a ‘microscopic’
insight into the mathematical terminology: Special definitions can be addressed
unambiguously. This is relevant, e.g., for proving theorems but also for the
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embedding of different definitions in its mathematical context, and for main-
taining the language bindings in several languages. Also, other definitions of a
COM, can be simply added by introducing a new module in SMGloM. For the
first time, notations are in a unique relation with a COM which is relevant for
a machine-based content analysis of mathematical publications. Last, but not
least, essential advantages result from the semantic relations which are modeled
in the modules and between the modules.
Semantic relations between modules are separate elements of the SMGloM
concept which are called “views”. A first example for views are equivalence
relations between different definitions of a COM. These relations will allow
- analogously to synsets for terms - to provide a view to the “synset” of all
equivalent definitions of a COM. The dependency relations and views embed
the terms which are defined in a module in their mathematical context in a
human and machine-understandable way.
The development of the data model is not finished. Currently, the refined
specification and typing of views, which were introduced in the MMT concept,
see Kohlhase (2014), is a hotspot in the discussion of the SMGloM concept.
3 Implementation & State of the System
Some problems must be solved for the realization of SMGloM besides the
further development of the architecture: The technical implementation and the
organizational realization of the glossary. A semantic mathematical glossary
requires semantic languages for the input. STEX has the potential for such a
semantified encoding. A distributed system for input and quality control seems
to be a convenient organizational frame for SMGloM.
3.1 Technical implementation
STEX is used for encoding SMGloM. The use of TEX has a long tradition in
the mathematical community, it is the de facto standard for mathematical pub-
lishing. STEX additionally allows semantic markup of the mathematical content
(terms, their definitions, and notations), module structure, and relations without
giving up high-quality presentation. Up to now, tools for an automatic assis-
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tance of editing STEX markups are missing, but are high-priority development
goals.
The SMGloM approach was evaluated in the last months. The result is a
prototype for SMGloM. Experiences of the test phase were used for tuning and
adapting the data model and encoding.
Fig. 2 The homepage of SMGloM
3.2 State of the art
Within the MathSearch project, the concept of SMGloM has been checked and
a first prototype has been installed at (SMG, 2011). The further development
of SMGloM is a dynamic process. The feedback of the input has led to some
modifications of the original SMGloM data model and of the implementation
rules. Also, first tools have been developed which support a technically correct
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input, control, and maintenance of SMGloM, e.g., for adaption or correction of
existing entries and their semantic relations. New or modified entries can lead
to redundant relations which must be handled by the system.
In the meantime, the prototype of SMGloM contains nearly 500 items and
more than 1,500 language bindings (English, German, Romanian, Turkish, Chi-
nese) which have been created manually by FIZ and JUB. The prototype anal-
ogously provides – to other encyclopedias – an alphabetically sorted list of
the glossary terms, the definitions and the so-called concept graphs which are
a visualization of the dependency relations of a certain term with other SM-
GloM terms. Also a translator for the SMGloM terms has been realized in the
prototype.
The WebSite of SMGloM will be introduced by some screenshoots in the
following. Figure 2 shows the homepage of SMGloM which gives an overview
about the mathematical subjects currently realized SMGloM. Note that this is
organized by “Math Archives” which are chosen mainly for managment (rights
managment) reasons. Figure 3 shows the (English) term list of the glossary
generated from the content. For each term, a definition (see fig. 4) and a depen-
dency graph (see fig. 5) an be accessed. Alternative languages can be accessed
by the links on the right column in fig. 3.
Fig. 3 The term list of SMGloM (snippet)
The dependency relations in the module signature allow for creating graphs
which contain the terms which were used for a certain term and the terms which
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Fig. 4 The English language binding for the term “prime number”
Fig. 5 The dependency graph for the term “prime number”
use the term for their definition. The overall graph is very complex (too many
nodes and semantic relations). But local graphs which present a node and its
environment could be very helpful for the user. Currently, the graphs contain
only dependency relations of first order (parents and childs) but can be extended
by views.
SMGloM has achieved a first stage of development, but not the maturity
and robustness which is necessary for a widely distributed production system
and service. Also, the input of the prototype requires some familiarity with the
SMGloM concept and experiences with STEX.
As a next step, the existing SMGloM prototype should be developed to a
working system and a useful service. Therefore, a project proposal is under
preparation. A to-do list and some concepts for the organization, input and
control will be discussed below.
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3.3 Use cases
In the following, we list some possible use cases which are partially imple-
mented in the prototype.
• Visualization: A first application of the SMGloM model is the graphical
presentation of the dependency relations. The modules are the vertices of
the graph, the dependency relations are the edges. This is already realized
in the prototype. The graph embeds a COM in its mathematical context by
visualizing the dependency relation between COMs.
• Dictionary: SMGloM contains a mathematical dictionary. If an SMGloM
entry covers more than one language binding in a module, SMGloM can
be used immediately for translation. This has been also realized in the
prototype.
• Controlled vocabulary for mathematics: Authors of mathematical infor-
mation can refer SMGloM terms and notations which support a standard-
ized use of the mathematical vocabulary. The practical use of this feature
requires a sufficient coverage of the mathematical vocabulary.
• Semantified publishing: Especially, SMGloM defines identifiers for the
notations and terms of COMs. Authors can refer to the semantically an-
notated notations and terms in their publications. This would simplify the
reading but also the machine-based content analysis of publications.
• Disambiguation: SMGloM can identify various meanings of notations or
terms. This can be used for the disambiguation of terms and notations,
intellectually or by automatic means.
• Retrieval: Terms and notations of COMs are connected by the data model.
This allows a common search for terms and notations.
• Customizing: SMGloM allows to customize the presentation style (using
of preferred terms and notations) in mathematical publications. Publications
can be transformed to the preferred style of the user. This could be a wortful
applications, e.g., for the reading of historic documents.
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4 SMGloM - a Community-Based approach and Quality Control
and To-dos
Who will do the input? How a high-quality of content can be assured? Which
technical tasks must be solved for SMGloM? These questions will be discussed
in this chapter.
4.1 SMGloM - a Community-Based approach and Quality Control
Wikipedia has impressively demonstrated the merits and strengths of a commu-
nity based distributed enterprise for the development of terminological bases in
the Web. Wikipedia has shown what is needed to be successful: A smart tech-
nical system for a intuitive and distributed input and a rigorous quality control
policy. Also the free use of Wikipedia is essential for the success of Wikipedia.
SMGloM is planned also as a community-based distributed activity for some
reasons:
• Input and quality control: Only the mathematical community has the
expertise to create such a glossary and ensure a high level of quality.
• Usability: The mathematical community is strongly interested in such a
service, because it is a useful service for the daily work.
• Use: SMGloM will be provided by the community for the community. It
should be a free service.
SMGloM needs broad support from the mathematical community for
• Input: A substantial coverage of the mathematical vocabulary is essential
for its acceptance. Each mathematician can be a contributor for SMGloM
by creating input corresponding to the data model.
• Quality control: Mathematicians or groups of mathematicians which are
experts on a mathematical subject should control the SMGloM input and
ensure its quality.
• Conceptual development and technical infrastructure: This contains
the advancement of the SMGloM concepts and their implementation, the
development of an editorial system for the workflow and quality control in
SMGloM and interfaces for applications.
• Steering: Publishing, quality control, and the technical and conceptual de-
velopment need coordination. This should be done by a steering committee.
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This means, various groups of the mathematical community will be involved
in the SMGloM initiative. For the conceptual development and technical in-
frastructure a special group of mathematicians with expertise in Semantic Web
technologies is indispensable. SMGloM needs a stable personnnel base to guar-
antee the quality and sustainability of SMGloM. All activities should be steered
by an “’Executive Board” (EB). The EB coordinates the work of authors, edi-
tors, and developers und is responsible for the communication with the mathe-
matical community (especially with the International Mathematical Union and
other learned societies). The EB develops a business plan for the SMGloM
initiave. The development of this infrastructure is one of the most important
steps for the next time.
4.2 A To-do list
In the following, we describe some conceptual and technical challenges in more
detail.
• Input: A guideline has to be developed showing them what they have to do
and how they have to do it. Moreover, the SMGloM input system should
provide as much as possible technical support for authors, e.g.,
– A graphical user interface conducting the user through the input pro-
cess.
– Visualization tools especially for the semantic relations.
– Tools for automatic proofs of the syntactic correctness of the input .
– Filters for detecting redundant or controverse input in SMGloM, e.g.,
avoiding of non-unique identifiers.
– Tools for processing and maintaining of SMGloM data (e.g., the depen-
dency graph).
• Quality control: SMGloM input and control needs both the content and
formal correctness.
– Correctness of the content: The origin of a definition is a strong indi-
cator for the correctness of a definition. Therefore, the source of the
definition – typically a publication – should be declared. Also, the se-
mantic relations allowing to embed a term in its mathematical context
must be correct and nearly complete.
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– Formal correctness (modules, views, encoding of notations, links, terms,
etc.): Without a correct encoding, SMGloM could not provide the en-
hanced features of SMGloM, especially automatic processing and rea-
soning. Hence, a strict control of formal correctness is necessary.
Therefore, SMGloM needs a special editorial system. The existing editorial
systems for quality control of mathematical publications are focused on the
mathematical content. The control of formal correctness requires additional
methods, e.g., the use of sophisticated concepts of software engineering.
The editorial system should assist authors and editors to create and publish
high-quality SMGloM entries.
• Conceptual development and technical infrastructure: Besides the tasks
listed above (input support, editorial system) the following tasks are ad-
dressed
– Maintenance and Web presentation of the SMGloM service: This covers
the presentation of SMGloM, interfaces and application, embedding of
SMGloM in the mathematical knowledge management activities, but
also the daily run.
– Machine-based input generation: In principle, input generation can be
done also by machines. Concepts and methods for a machine-based
input generation should be developed and discussed. This would help
to increase the number of SMGloM items rapidly.
5 A short conclusion remark
SMGloM is a concept and a new type of a mathematical glossary. Currently,
SMGloM in the stage of a prototype. But we hope, that the concept and its
potential for applications are attractive for the community and will be developed
to a useful service in the near future.
SMGloM can be an important step to a sophisticated mathematical knowl-
edge management on the Web and a starting point for realizing a Semantic Web
for mathematics.
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